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I. INTRODUCTION

The amount of multimedia content available via the Internet, and the number of formats in which it is encoded, stored, and delivered continues to grow rapidly. So too the number and diversity of the devices and software applications which produce, process, and consume such content. This constantly changing landscape presents an increasing challenge to interoperability, since more and more software and hardware must be upgraded as new formats are developed. However, many of the operations performed on multimedia content are similar across coding formats. Consequently, numerous approaches have been developed that process content using generic software, with format-specific details provided in a data file. This considerably simplifies interoperability, since support for a new content format may be provided by disseminating a simple file, rather than requiring application providers to extend and modify their software. Examples of this approach are Flavor [2], which is a C++-like syntax that describes the structure of multimedia content to automate bitstream parsing, and the recent MPEG Reconfigurable Media Coding Project [1], which targets the provision of a declarative language for building entire codecs by combining primitive function blocks.

There have been a number of approaches developed in recent years that are designed to facilitate transaction and processing of rich media,1 including MPEG-21 [3] and TVAnytime [4]. These technologies are also—to greater and lesser degrees—format-independent in terms of the media and metadata components which make up objects within the respective approach. However, while they provide numerous tools for interacting with rich media objects, a fully format-independent framework for streaming and delivery of such objects is not available. Such technologies provide various virtual containers for multimedia content and metadata, but do not provide delivery mechanisms for such containers over the numerous channels on which users will want to access the content.

Furthermore, the format-independent nature of such containers means that it is not possible to provide a single mapping into a particular delivery format (such as the Real-time Transport Protocol (RTP) [6]). Mappings may exist for some content types that could be placed in the container, MPEG-1/2 [7], or digital item adaptation metadata [8] for example. However, in general, the existence of the required mapping for every potential component cannot be relied upon. A solution is therefore required which can specify any and all required mappings between the many formats in which the content is stored and the many channels on which it is to be delivered. These mappings must be specified in a manner that can be machine-processed to actually perform the delivery. As with Reconfigurable Video Coding and Flavor, this approach would allow new formats to be supported without requiring any additional software to be written.

As will be seen in Section II-D, technologies exist for some components of this task, but a solution for the problem as a whole is lacking. This paper presents the BBL, which is the authors’ approach to the issue. BBL is a high-level declarative language that specifies how multimedia content and metadata is to be bound into a delivery format. Following its development by the authors, BBL was adopted by MPEG as Part 18 of the MPEG-21 Multimedia Framework (Digital Item Streaming) [5].

Application scenarios for this technology are covered in more detail in Section II-A, but it is important to point out that BBL is not a new delivery format. BBL does not replace RTP, or any other protocol or file format. Instead, it provides meta-information that describes to a streaming server (or other application; see Section II-A) how to deliver content.

Given the application scenarios, Section II-B goes on to identify requirements for format-independent rich media de-
livery. A model for the delivery framework is then developed in Section II-C, and related work discussed in Section II-D. Section III presents BBL in action, showing how it implements the model, and Section IV gives some prototypical computational complexity data and further discussion.

II. DEVELOPING A FRAMEWORK FOR FORMAT-INDEPENDENT MULTIMEDIA DELIVERY

This section presents the development of a format-independent framework for rich media delivery. Section II-A introduces some relevant application scenarios, including multichannel delivery, distributed content adaptation, generic syntax translation, and virtual container assembly. Section II-B identifies several requirements for the framework, from which an abstract model for the description of rich media delivery is developed (Section II-C). Finally, related work is discussed in Section II-D.

A. Application Scenarios

1) Multichannel, rich content delivery [3]. Rich multimedia content may often be transmitted over several channels. For example, a media provider may wish to distribute their content to some users who connect via a PC and the wired Internet, others on cellular smart-phones, and further users with a digital television receiver. Currently, the content provider would often store a separate version of the abstract for each usage scenario, and use specialized software to map the content onto each channel. Instead, using a format-independent approach, multiple bindings of the content can be provided as inputs to a generic processor. Each binding specifies how to adapt the content and metadata to the particular characteristics of the channel and/or receiving device, and describes how to map (and if necessary, transcoded) the data into each output.

2) Format-independent, distributed content adaptation is a use case targeted specifically by Digital Item Streaming [3]. It involves transmitting XML metadata that describes the high-level structure of scalable multimedia data alongside the content itself. This metadata is used by format-independent processing nodes within the network to adapt the bitstream temporally, spatially or otherwise to meet network/terminal constraints. In order to minimize latency within the system, the metadata must be synchronized with the content—a process which varies depending on the content format. Consequently, if the adaptation framework is to remain format-independent as a whole, the process of mapping both the content and metadata onto the transport stream must also be format-independent.

3) Generic multimedia syntax translation [9]. As new content formats are developed, they do not become useful until infrastructure is deployed to allow the format to be processed and consumed. Additionally, the increasing diversity of content and metadata specifications makes it difficult for (particularly portable) devices to interoperate with the breadth of content available. A format-independent binding language can be used as a lightweight mechanism to allow content to be converted from one format into another so that it may be consumed on legacy devices. For example, the Music Player Multimedia Application Format (Music Player MAF) [10] is a new content format standardized by MPEG which combines MPEG-21 and MPEG-7 metadata, JPEG images, and MP3 audio content in an ISO file format to provide an augmented digital music library. While existing devices—portable music players, mobile phones, PC software, and so on—may not support this format, a generic approach could be used to translate Music Player MAF content into representations that these devices understand. This makes it feasible for operators to begin to deploy content using new formats while still enabling it to be consumed by existing devices.

4) Virtual container assembly is a format-independent binding language may equally be used to describe the inverse process—the assembly of legacy content into new formats or containers such as MAFs or digital items. Fig. 1 depicts this process: legacy content (for example MP3 audio with ID3 metadata [11]) is processed by a generic processor according to a description file, in order to generate a rich content container.

B. Requirements

These application scenarios highlight several requirements for a binding language:

1) Content format independence. A binding language must allow description of how multimedia content—image, audio, video, and so on—in any format is to be fragmented and packetized for delivery.

2) Metadata format independence. Most recent multimedia metadata specifications are specified with an XML syntax—for example MPEG-7 [12], Dublin Core [13], and TVAnytime [4]. It is likely that future metadata standards will increasingly be described using RDF, however it too is most commonly serialized in XML [14]. Given that the rich content containers discussed previously also use an XML syntax [3], [4], native support for XML is clearly an important requirement. However, several widely used multimedia metadata technologies—notably ID3 [11] and EXIF [15]—use a binary syntax. This means that a format-independent binding language will need to be able to efficiently deal with metadata in these and potentially other arbitrary binary structures.

3) Delivery format independence. On the internet, RTP predominates multimedia transport. However, the application domains of the rich media standards discussed are consid-
erably wider than this. Digital Television—for example MPEG-2 Transport Streams over DVB-S/T/C [16]—Mo-

bile Multimedia (3GPP [17] and DVB-H [16]), as well as
digital radio (DAB/DMB [18])—are all potential channels for rich content delivery. A binding language should pro-
vide means to map content onto these and other delivery channels, as well as provide means to extend the frame-
work to new delivery channels as they are developed.

C. Model for Generic Delivery of Rich Media Content

Fig. 2 presents the model for multimedia content delivery which was developed for this work. It identifies the generic tasks associated with the streaming and delivery of multimedia content, independent of its format. As will be seen below (Section II-D), solutions for some parts of the model exist in the litera-
ture, and where appropriate they have been adopted into this work. However, there is a need for a solution which addresses the problem as a whole.

The task of multimedia delivery is considered as a series of smaller components: the extraction of fragments of one or more inputs, the combination these fragments into packets, and mapping of the packets onto output formats. Postprocessing may also be required to compress or otherwise modify the data.

1) Binary Abstraction: Many recent multimedia metadata standards are expressed as XML. In fact, the hierarchical structure which XML provides is conceptually similar to the syntac-
tical structures used in binary formats (as demonstrated by the BSDL mapping between binary and XML; see Section II-D1). Consequently, via a binary abstraction layer (Fig. 2), XML tools can be used to manipulate binary data. This enables a single syntax for a format-independent binding language regardless of the format of the input data.

2) Fragmentation: The fragmentation process is required to identify each portion of the input data to be mapped into a separate output packet. Importantly, many fragmentation processes will involve very large numbers of similar pieces—for example the packets of a video or audio stream—making it highly inefficient to describe each fragment individually. In such cases, it is more desirable to describe the selection of the entire set of fragments, along with rules that determine how to divide the set into individual pieces. These rules may include a maximum fragment size or duration, a limit on the count of a particular el-

element within a single fragment, or that particular substructures must remain unfragmented.

3) Packetization: Once fragments of input content have been identified, they are inserted into packets. This process is required to identify the temporal and other parameters associated with each fragment, and also to provide any syntactical structures not present in the input data but required by the output format. Ex-

amples of such structures are XML or binary fields to structure metadata, or supplementary packet headers (e.g., aggregation mode for H.264 over RTP [19]).

4) Postprocessing: A postprocessing stage allows for custom manipulation of the output data, such as compression of XML, transcoding of media content, or encryption.

5) Output Mapping: Finally, a mechanism is required to identify the mapping of the packets of data into the output stream, in such a way that the temporal and other characteristics of each packet are satisfied.

D. Related Work

While there are no existing tools for generic content delivery as a whole, there are a number of approaches within the litera-
ture that address various parts of the model, including tools for binary abstraction, approaches to XML fragmentation, and various output mappings. These are presented below.

1) Binary Abstraction: Flavor [2], the Bitstream Syntax De-

scription Language (BSDL) [3], and a recent combination of the two —XFlavor [20] all provide format-independent lan-
guages to describe the structure of multimedia bitstreams. In particular, BSDL is designed as an extension of XML Schema [21], allowing a single schema to elegantly provide a description of a binary stream, its XML representation, and the mapping be-


tween the two. While not originally designed for this purpose, a bitstream syntax schema directly provides an abstraction layer to allow binary content to be treated as if it were XML (Fig. 2).

2) XML Fragmentation: The authors of BSDL propose that one of the XML stylesheet languages be used to transform the output of the BSDL process to effect bitstream adaptation.[3]. These tools are potential candidates for the description of frag-

mentation within the model. However, in practice, fragmenta-
tion simply involves selection of parts of an XML document, rather than arbitrary transformation. Stylesheets use the XML Path Language (XPath) [22] for this purpose, and consequently this was identified as the most suitable tool for use within the model.

3) Output Mapping—Metadata: Recent literature contains a number of approaches for streaming metadata: Ransburg et al. propose an RTP payload format for carrying adaptation meta-
data [8]. Annodex [23] provides a mechanism to insert simple metadata within a particular content format for annotation, in-
dexing and hyperlinking. Giradot [24], Niedermeier [25] and

![Figure 2. Model for generic delivery of Rich Media Content.](image-url)
Wong [26] also propose various formats for streaming XML metadata.

These approaches all provide specific streaming formats. They may potentially be the output of a format-independent delivery process; that is, a binding language operates at a more abstract level: it is designed to allow metadata to be mapped into any desired format, as required by the specific application.

III. IMPLEMENTING THE MODEL: BBL

This section provides a detailed overview of the BBL and its use. Instead of presenting a specification that is precise but difficult to understand, a detailed example will be used to highlight the most relevant aspects of the language. Additionally, while it is the language and its processing model that are the most pertinent aspects of this section, Part A will also discuss the architecture of the prototypical BBL server that has been developed, since this significantly aids understanding. Sections III-B to III-G discuss specific aspects of the language.

The example corresponds to the application scenario described in Section II-A, where a rich content container is to be delivered via multiple channels. More specifically, a broadcaster wishes to deliver a Digital TV Program defined by an MPEG-21 Digital Item (DI) that references the audiovisual content, and contains TVAnytime program metadata, usage license information, and MPEG-7 metadata. The DI is described using the Digital Item Declaration Language (DIDL), and the various metadata are to be streamed with different periods of repetition to facilitate random access [3]. Some of the audience for the TV program have a DVB-based MPEG-2 Transport Stream (TS) channel to the broadcaster, while others have an IP-based channel, and so will use RTP.

Instructions for fragmenting the DIDL and its metadata are shared between the two channels. These instructions are declared in a BBL file (shown in Fig. 3) that is included by the individual files for both channels. Fig. 3 will be discussed in more detail in Sections III-B to III-G.

Delivery of the video is handled by an external system for the MPEG-2 TS part of the scenario, utilizing the large base of existing infrastructure in the broadcast TV domain. In such a scenario, BBL provides only the metadata, and the output mapping component essentially acts as a multiplexer, adding the metadata sections to the existing video stream.

Conversely, the BBL processor is responsible for both media- and meta-data in the RTP scenario. Here, BBL can be thought of as a module that is added to a streaming server, to enable it to stream data in any format. As a result, additional BBL instructions are necessary to describe how the media resource is to be streamed. These instructions are shown in Fig. 4, and make use of a BSDL schema (Fig. 5) to identify the structure of the binary media data.

While in this case (as well as numerous others) delivery of MPEG-2 via RTP is already specified by a standard [7] and supported by most available streaming servers, this is not universally so. BBL provides an alternate method for content delivery that does not require a lengthy standardization process, or server retooling, in order to support new content types. Additionally, BBL provides a very flexible way to customize content and metadata delivery for the requirements of the channel(s), user(s), and the content itself.

For other examples of delivering multimedia content with BBL, see [9] and [27].

A. BBL Server Architecture

On receiving a request to deliver BBL-described content, the server (Fig. 6) parses the delivery instructions into a BBL object tree that coordinates the subsequent delivery process. BBL Objects make calls to other modules within the server in order to effect the delivery. These modules include the following.

- Binary to BSD and BSD to binary parsers, which provide the binary abstraction function (see section C).
- XPath processor (in this case Saxon 8B). Apart from the ref attribute of (Include) (see section D), XPath expressions are executed within the context of the current packet. This limited context allows a standard object-based XPath processor to be used efficiently.
- Streaming XPath processor for ref, to avoid the memory overhead associated with standard XPath processing on large documents. This is an extension to Saxon
Fig. 4. BBL instructions for MPEG-2 video fragmentation.

Fig. 5. Part of BSDL schema for Mpeg-2 system streams.

which evaluates individual node-tests against elements as they are parsed, caching matching elements for later retrieval.

• ECMAScript compiler and runtime, which provides an extension mechanism for more complex delivery requirements. A detailed discussion of the use of ECMAScript within BBL is beyond the scope of this paper.

• Zero or more encoder modules that provide postprocessing for packets (see F).

• Handler(s) that are responsible for placing packets on the designated delivery channel(s) (see G). Often, only a single channel (hence handler) is used. However, sometimes it is desirable to deliver the content on multiple channels. For example, parts of a DI could be sent on a reliable channel, and others on a channel that minimizes delay.

A BBL session operates in two separate phases: setup and execution. In the setup phase, the main BBL instruction file is parsed, along with subordinate BBL files referenced by the main file, and any BSDL schemas referenced by the BBL files. The parser output is the object tree, which then calls the remaining setup operations. ECMAScript functions and XPath expressions are compiled, the various processor modules are initialized, and encoders and handlers instantiated.

When this is complete, the server enters the execution phase. Here, (Packet) and (PacketStream) tasks reserve a thread from a pool, then go to sleep until the appointed delivery time. At the correct time, the delivery instructions are executed (see C to G) or go back to sleep until the next delivery time.

While execution occupies almost all of the time and resources of the BBL server, setup, and configuration are nonetheless important, and are discussed in Section III-B.

B. Configuration

The configuration of a BBL session is specified by the (Register) element and its descendents: (Encoder), (Handler), (Function), and (BSD) (see Figs. 3(a) and 4(b)). These elements register the encoders, handlers, ECMAScript functions and BSDL Schemata, respectively, used in the file.

Encoders and handlers may have additional descendant elements that are used to parameterize the encoder/handler instance. For example, the handler at Fig. 4(b) has several child
elements with the prefix rtp that set up the time-base and session description (SDP). The namespace and schema for these parameters are defined as part of the encoder/handler specification, as is the uri used to identify the module.

The <BSDL> element (4c) identifies that data in a particular namespace is binary rather than XML. The attribute <param> is used to set up the time-base and session description (SDP). The namespace and schema for these parameters are defined as part of the encoder/handler specification, as is the uri used to identify the module.

The (BSDL) element (4c) identifies that data in a particular namespace is binary rather than XML. The attribute <param> is used to set up the time-base and session description (SDP). The namespace and schema for these parameters are defined as part of the encoder/handler specification, as is the uri used to identify the module.

xmlSource (3a) and binarySource attributes in the BBL instructions declare XML or binary source documents (respectively), which provide data to a BBL session. Source documents are accessed via the<param> elements (and several other means, see [5]). Multiple sources may be declared within the document, to allow for the distributed nature of some multimedia collections, and a hierarchical mechanism is used to dereference these source documents, similar to that used by XML Namespaces [28]. For any element, the in-scope XML or binary source document is that referenced by the first <param> or binarySource attribute (respectively) encountered by searching the ancestor-or-self axis of the element [22], in order of decreasing proximity to the element (that is, first the element itself, then its parent, then its grandparent, and so on to the root node).

Parameter content and source attributes may contain literal values, or alternatively may contain an XPath expression that resolves to the desired literal value. In the latter case, the expression is delimited by “?”). For example, in Fig. 3, the main XML source document RepeatProgram.xml (a) contains a reference to an external file that has the TVAnytime data. The URL for this file is contained in the specified ref attribute, and is used to locate the data for the <param> at (e).

Finally, a timeScheme attribute (3d and 4a) specifies the syntax that is used to specify temporal data within the BBL instructions. Multiple time schemes may be used in a document, and the scheme in force at any given element is determined in the same manner as the in-scope source documents. Various time schemes are provided to simplify interoperability between BBL and commonly used metadata time formats—such as the MPEG-7 time scheme, NTP, and the time codes defined by SMPTE [5]. Time values in binary formats typically signal time using an integer field that increments with a defined frequency. The fractional time scheme is provided to cater for this case, where the frequency is specified by the integer in parentheses.

C. Binary Abstraction

The Bitstream Syntax Description Language (BSDL) [3] acts as an abstraction layer to allow binary resources to be handled in BBL in the same way as XML. A BSDL Schema (which is an XML Schema with additional information) describes all resources of a particular format. For example, the BSDL Schema from which Fig. 5 is taken describes any MPEG-2 Systems bitstream [29], such as the Program Streams typically stored in files with the extension “mpg”. For further discussion of BSDL, the reader is directed to [3].

The Pack structure (Fig. 5a) is the atomic temporal unit of an MPEG-2 Program Stream, and a Pack’s time stamp is given by the System Clock Reference (SCR) field. To avoid start code emulation this field is split into parts, so it must be reassembled to read the field value. This is done in the variable $time in the BBL instructions [Fig. 4g].

While BSDL is an extension of XML Schema, this does not mean that binary resources must be transformed into XML in order to be delivered. A BSDL Schema is simultaneously a binary schema and an XML schema, and as a result it can be used to refer to binary data as if it were XML.

D. Fragmentation

Fragmentation is implemented within BBL by the <param> element. The include element selects one or more nodes from a source document via an XPath expression (on the ref attribute). These node(s), along with a number of levels of descendants (specified by the value of depth), are included in the output in place of the <param> element.

If the include element is part of a PacketStream declaration (see E), then the included content can be further fragmented with the rules in Table I. In Fig. 3(c), the include element retrieves the root DIDL node, and its descendants to any depth (—1). This content is then fragmented by FragmentAt, so that the usage license details are repeated within the stream more frequently than other metadata, and so that metadata relevant to specific points in the program (MPEG-7 Segments) are not delivered until that time. In Fig. 4d, <param> is used to select all of

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>TABLE I</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td><strong>FRAGMENTATION RULES</strong></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>---</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>&lt;Size&gt; – Declares that content should be fragmented so that its size in bytes (when deserialized) is no greater than the given value.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>&lt;Duration&gt; – Specifies that content should be fragmented so that the total duration of elements in any one packet is no greater than the given value.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>&lt;Count&gt; – Specifies that content should be fragmented so that the number of nodes matched by the &lt;match&gt; expression is no greater than the given value.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>&lt;Constraint&gt; – Applies a constraint to the fragmentation of content elements which are &lt;match&gt; by an XPath expression. Possible constraints are</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>a) Matched nodes must be the first content in any packet;</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>b) Matched nodes must be the last content in any packet;</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>c) The subtree of matched nodes must be &lt;broken&gt; (not fragmented into separate packets).</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>&lt;FragmentAt&gt; – Declares that a new fragment is to be created at any node &lt;match&gt; by an XPath expression. The specific node(s) matched are present in both parent and child fragments (optionally with fragmentRef and fragmentID attributes to assist reconstruction). Any included descendants of the matched node(s) are present in the child fragment.</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
the Packs in the program stream, which are subsequently split into a single Pack per output packet.

E. Packetization

There are two mechanisms to define packetization within BBL. The first-the (Packet) element-specifies how single packets are assembled. Its use is described in Section III-E1. Secondly, a sequence of similar or related packets may be defined more efficiently using the (PacketStream) element (Section III-E2).

1) Single Packet: Content is declared using the following.

a) Elements from namespaces other than BBL’s may be directly instantiated as descendants of the Content element. This includes elements from BSD namespaces. This is the case for example with (did:Descriptor) and (did:Statement) at (3f).

b) Elements which are instantiated in other XML documents may be retrieved by an (Include) element and included anywhere in the content (3c).

c) Binary data may be retrieved with an (Include) element and XPath reference (4d) according to the XML abstraction presented by the BS Schema (5a).

d) The result of variable computation may be included in packet content via (Value-of) (not shown).

2) Packet Definition as a Stream: Involves specifying the entire set of content to be delivered, along with one or more rules to govern the fragmentation of the content. Content is specified using the same mechanisms as single packets (above), while fragmentation rules are declared using the elements in Table I. Fig. 3(d) shows an example of the FragmentAt rule, and Fig. 4(f) of Count.

The delivery time of each packet within the stream must also be identified. This information is typically embedded within packet data or elsewhere in the source content, and is variously specified as an absolute timestamp, a temporal offset between adjacent packets, or in some cases indirectly via the hierarchical structure of the bitstream. Each of these scenarios is accommodated by (PacketStream), using either (DeliveryTimes) or (Durations). Fig. 4(e) for example uses the former to specify the time extracted from the SCR.

F. Postprocessing

Postprocessing is specified with the (Encode) element. This references an encoder registered in the same BBL file or one of the files importing it, and can be a child of a PacketStream) or any element in the packet content. In Fig. 3(g), the TVAnytime metadata is compressed using BiM [25].

G. Output Mapping

Each PacketStream) is output to the first registered handler by default (this is the case at Fig. 4(b). Alternatively, a PacketStream) may reference a different handler via its id, using a handler attribute, as shown in Fig. 3(b). In the example, the handler with id = “meta” is not declared in the file shown;

This is for example the case with H.264/AVC bitstreams, which contain no internal temporal information [19] The bitstream is structured into NAL units, one or more of which make up individual video frames, and the frame rate must be specified by information external to the H.264 stream.

IV. EVALUATING THE BITSTREAM BINDING LANGUAGE

Using the examples discussed in the preceding section, we now present a performance evaluation of the prototype BBL Server (Table II). The server was implemented in Java and tested on a Pentium M 1.85 GHz PC, with 1 GB of RAM, running Windows XP and the Sun 1.6.0 JVM. Each test was performed ten times, and the results averaged. Note that we are not evaluating network performance, since bytes on-the-wire are, in this case, identical to that which would be output from an existing streaming server. Instead, this section compares the performance of the generic BBL approach with the format-specific traditional streaming server. All of this happens on the server, not on the wire.

In the case of the MPEG-2 Transport Stream, the BBL server manages only the metadata; the multimedia content is processed by a format-specific multiplexer. In contrast, BBL is responsible for processing the entire RTP session, requiring significantly more CPU time to do so. This highlights the tradeoff inherent in providing a generic solution that can adapt to a wide range of content and metadata formats, versus the approach typical of current streaming servers, where modules are purpose-built and optimized for each format. Being a generic tool, the BBL server will not scale to the hundreds or thousands of simultaneous sessions typically observed with a conventional multimedia streaming server. While the implementation may benefit significantly from optimization, software written specifically for individual formats will, in general, always outperform generic software.

In a broadcast scenario, such as is typically the case with an MPEG-2 Transport Stream, this is not a critical issue since a single stream is delivered to a large audience. However, for RTP and other delivery channels, streaming infrastructure is required to handle a large number of simultaneous sessions, and hence for BBL to be viable, a mechanism is needed to allow it to scale. We have identified two solutions to this issue.

1) Pre-processing of content may be performed, where BBL processing is conducted offline, and the process output placed in a file format which is easily streamed by existing servers. In this way, the format-independent BBL processing may be performed by an offline application, on a separate device. Because this offline process has no need to handle multiple simultaneous sessions, scalability is no longer a critical issue. Online processing is performed by existing streaming servers using very scalable hint-tracks.

It is certainly possible to use BBL to define new on-the-wire delivery formats, and this is one of the central uses for the language. However, the network performance of such a format is determined not by BBL, but by the design of the format itself.
This approach is demonstrated in [27], where the BBL processor uses a handler that is able to create hinted ISO or QuickTime files. These are essentially generic multimedia containers with hint-tracks, and are supported by most multimedia streaming servers to facilitate highly scalable multi-user streaming.

Hints are essentially byte-copy instructions, and so are processed very efficiently by the streaming server, removing the requirement that the server itself possess detailed knowledge about individual formats. The application of hint tracks to the BBL-based streaming architecture provides a complete format-independent, scalable streaming architecture. This is achieved by replacing individual format-specific modules within the hint with a BBL processor, which is then driven by BBL instructions for hinting the multimedia content.

2) Pre-compilation of BBL Instructions is another alternative for improving the scalability of BBL processing. This option acknowledges that a single BBL description may apply to many pieces of content, and so it may be desirable to compile the BBL instructions into an efficient intermediate format (analogous to Java byte-code) ahead of time. For example, one of the computationally expensive operations within the BBL processor is the use of BSDL as a binary abstraction. Rather than explicitly generating the XML representation of binary data, against which XPath expressions are evaluated, it is possible to compile such expressions into an algorithm that operates directly on the binary data, bypassing the XML representation entirely. This task is future work.

V. CONCLUSION

This paper has proposed a Bitstream Binding Language (BBL), which provides a flexible and format-independent mechanism for delivery of rich multimedia Content. The central contribution of BBL is a framework for the description of mappings between a virtual container and a delivery channel, which may be a streaming format such as RTP, or a static format (an ISO/QuickTime file, for example). BBL has been adopted by MPEG as part of the MPEG-21 Multimedia Framework, and can be used to describe such mappings for any multimedia content format, enabling the delivery of format-agnostic virtual containers, and facilitating interoperability with new media types as they are developed.

A BBL Processor has been developed, and its use demonstrated for MPEG-21 Digital Item delivery over MPEG-2 Transport Streams and RTP.

In addition to providing a mapping for content into one or more output formats, BBL may be used to customize the presentation of content according to the requirements of the user, terminal and/or delivery channel. For example, BBL could be used to insert Supplemental Enhancement Information [19] into an H.264/AVC stream, for those channels/terminals which can make use of the extra information. Further, with a scalable bitstream, BBL could be configured so that it delivers different layers to different clients, depending on the parameters of each.

In the light of Reconfigurable Video Coding [1], the flexibility provided by BBL becomes even more significant. In effect, this represents a paradigm shift away from highly rigid bitstream formats, to an approach that allows the bitstream to be completely restructured according to the requirements of the content, channel or terminal. Reconfigurable Video Coding provides a decoder that allows new video formats to be developed without extensive standardization and application development efforts. BBL brings similar ease of extensibility to a multimedia streaming and delivery architecture.
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